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Abstract
Public international law hovers between cosmopolitan ethos and technical
specialization. Recently, it has differentiated into functional regimes such as ‘trade
law’, ‘human rights law’, ‘environmental law’ and so on that seek to ‘manage’ global
problems efficiently and empower new interests and forms of expertise. Neither of
the principal legal responses to regime-formation – constitutionalism and pluralism
– is adequate, however. The emergence of regimes resembles the rise of nation
States in the late nineteenth century. But if nations are ‘imagined communities’, so
are regimes. Reducing international law to a mechanism to advance functional
objectives is vulnerable to the criticisms raised against thinking about it as an
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instrument for state policy: neither regimes nor states have a fixed nature or self-
evident objectives. They are the stories we tell about them. The task for
international lawyers is not to learn new managerial vocabularies but to use the
language of international law to articulate the politics of critical universalism.

THE PROJECT OF MODERN INTERNATIONAL
LAW
Public international law is rules and institutions but it is also a tradition and a political
project. If you view it only as rules or institutions, you will be struck by how different it
looks from the rules and institutions you know from the domestic context. Of course,
there was always the suspicion that what international lawyers do is not like domestic
attorneys or judges reading dossiers, interviewing clients or handing out decisions.
Compared with the sophisticated techniques of domestic law, international law
seemed primitive, abstract and above all political, too political. It was against this
attitude that international lawyers have defended their project by seeking to show that,
despite appearances, it is not really so different. States could, after all, be conceived as
legal subjects in a system where their territorial possessions were like property, their
treaties like contracts and their diplomacy like the administration of a legal system.
That strategy was quite successful. However, I would like to suggest that the problems
faced by public international law today – marginalization, lack of normative force, a
sense that the diplomatic mores that stand at its heart are part of the world's
problems – result in large part from that strategy, the effort of becoming technical.

The strategy, I may report, was developed with particular force here at the LSE in the
course of the first meetings between the lecturer, as he then was, Arnold Duncan
McNair and the immigrant doctoral student from Galicia and Vienna, Hersch
Lauterpacht in 1923 and 1924.  The publication of the International Law Reports from
1929 onwards that resulted from those meetings helped one to think of inter-State
arbitration and the work of the recently established Permanent Court of International
Justice as ‘cases’ and precedents. The setting up of the British Year Book of
International Law created a forum where those cases could be commented on like
domestic cases in domestic law reviews. McNair's manual of treaty law offered a
methodology for reading treaties like domestic statutes while Lauterpacht projected
the League Covenant as ‘Higher Law’, comparable to a domestic constitution.  His
editorial work in the 1930's and thereafter for Oppenheim's International Law  assured
him control of the contents of the most widely used legal manual in the world's foreign
offices. And his magnum opus from 1933 – The Function of Law in the International
Community – summarised the view of international law as a complete, common law
type of legal system with a single right answer to every problem.

Some 60 to 80 years ago, a small group of cosmopolitan-minded lawyers translated
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the diplomacy of States into the administration of legal rules and institutions. This was
a progressive, liberal, project, conceived originally in nineteenth century Germany from
where immigrants such as Lassa Oppenheim or Hersch Lauterpacht brought it into the
English-speaking world.  It combined a political realist reading of statehood with a
strong anti-sovereignty ethos through a historical reading of modernity, a reading once
forcefully expressed in Immanuel Kant's 1784 essay on ‘The Idea for a Universal History
with a Cosmopolitan Purpose’.  Everybody agreed that although statehood was
important, it was also problematic. Lawyers sought to deal with those problems by
thinking of states as intermediate stages in a historical trajectory that would lead to the
liberation of individuals enjoying human rights in a global federation under the rule of
law.

This project always had its ups and downs. The experience with the League of Nations
turned out to be particularly traumatic and deterred abstract speculation about the
United Nations as an incipient world government.  Nevertheless, in the 1960's, the
cosmopolitan ethos found a new home in the expanding human rights institutions and
the welfare and development activities in the UN and other intergovernmental
organisations. Scholars like Wilfred Jenks in Britain – also a high official of the
International Labour Organisation – or Wolfgang Friedmann – another refugee from
Germany to the LSE, among other places – read these developments as the
transformation of international law from a law of co-ordination to a law of world-wide
co-operation to further shared ends.  The main limiting factor was the Cold War. But
the federal ambition remained protected by the fact that it was impossible to realise
under conditions of ideological conflict.

Then came 1989 and all the enthusiasm about a global rule of law – human rights,
trade, environment, criminal law, sanctions and a world police. The end of the Cold War
was understood – especially in Europe – as the removal of obstacles on the way to
history's natural progress towards a universal federation. Western statesmen even
resorted to the (German) vocabulary of the ‘international community’ as they defended
NATO bombings of Serbia in 1999.  Where American international relations analysts
added footnotes to Hegel, Europeans fell back on Kant.  Somehow, international law
appeared to find its home in a (Germanic) language of universal reason.
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FRAGMENTATION
But the new developments in the law did not point to unity. The more powerfully they
dealt with international problems – problems of economics, development, human
rights, environment, criminality, security – the more they began to challenge old
principles and institutions. Specializations such as ‘trade law’, ‘human rights law’,
‘environmental law’, ‘criminal law’, ‘security law’, ‘European law’ and so on started to
reverse  established legal hierarchies in favour of the structural bias in the relevant
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functional expertise.  Even though this process was often organised through
intergovernmental organisations, the governmental delegations were composed of
technical (economic, environmental, legal) experts in a way that transposed the
functional differentiation at the national level onto the international plane.  Moreover,
the resulting regimes have often been formulated in an open-ended manner, leaving
power to decide – above all, to decide on how scarce resources should be distributed
– to the legal and technical experts appointed to the supervisory organs. It is this
change to which international lawyers have reacted by speculating on the ‘dangers’ of
incoherence, forum shopping and, perhaps characteristically, ‘loss of overall control’.

One example of this would be the Tadić  case of 1999 from the Appeals Chamber of
the International Criminal Tribunal for Former Yugoslavia (ICTY). The Chamber replaced
the standard of ‘effective control’ laid down by the International Court of Justice (ICJ) in
the Nicaragua  case in 1986 as the rule governing the accountability of foreign States
over acts of parties in civil war by the far wider standard of ‘overall control’.  Judged
against the criminal lawyers' professional struggle ‘against impunity’, the old law
seemed conservative and State-centric, part of the problem rather than of its solution.

But open challenges to established law have remained rare.  It is normally sufficient
for a regime to introduce itself as an exception  so as to avoid the old rule or the
established preference. In this way, for example, human rights treaties have been read
by human rights organs differently from ‘regular’ treaties so as to enable human rights
bodies to assume a wider jurisdiction than regular treaty organs and to prioritise
human rights over formal State consent.  The European Court of Human Rights
justified its special approach to the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties by
pointing to:

The point of the emergence of something like ‘international criminal law’ or
‘international human rights law’ (or any other special law) is precisely to institutionalise
the new priorities carried within such fields. As a result, political conflict will often take
the form of conflict of jurisdictions. Who shall decide? This, again, will depend on how a
matter will be described, which of its aspects are seen as central and which marginal.
Should the importation of hormone meat, for example, be understood principally as a
trade question, or an environmental (health) question? In the 1998 Beef Hormones
case, the Appellate Body of the World Trade Organization (WTO) considered the status
of the ‘precautionary principle’ under the WTO covered treaties, concluding that
whatever its status was ‘under international environmental law’, it had not become
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… a fundamental difference in the role and purpose of the respective
tribunals [ie of the ICJ and the ECHR], [that], coupled with the existence of a
practice of unconditional acceptance [ … ] provides a compelling basis for
distinguishing Convention practice from that of the International Court.18
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binding for the WTO.  If legal principles that emerge in certain fields may be
inapplicable in others, the crucial question will be to determine under which regime
they should be decided.

A standard way to go about this would be to try to find the regime that is most
relevant, or specific, to a matter.  Thus, in the Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear
Weapons  case (1996) the ICJ observed that both human rights law (namely the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights) and the laws of armed conflict
applied ‘in times of war’. Nevertheless, when it came to deciding what was an ‘arbitrary
deprivation of life’ under Article 6 (1) of the Covenant, this fell ‘to be determined by the
applicable lex specialis , namely the law applicable to armed conflict’.  The Court
avoided assuming any general priority between the regimes. Both were applicable –
though only to the extent they converged. To the extent there was conflict – as there
was in regard to the applicable standard of killing – humanitarian law ought to be
applied because it was the more specific of the two. How so more ‘specific’? It was
more specific only if one thought that the most characteristic aspect of nuclear
weapons is that they are a strategic weapon to be used in armed conflict. This view,
however, presupposed what was to be decided. For the advocates of the illegality of
those weapons, they were in fact useless as means of warfare and the most central
aspect of their use was the massive violation of the human rights of non-combatants
this would entail.

The choice of one among several applicable legal regimes refers back to what is
understood as significant in a problem. And the question of significance refers back to
what the relevant institution understands as its mission, its structural bias. If the WTO
Appellate Body dealt with hormone beef as a trade (instead of a health) issue, this
follows from the fact that it was constitutionally mandated to treat it in that way.
Analogously, if the Inter-American Court of Human Rights described consular
protection as a human right, this was perfectly coherent from the perspective of the
interests it was called upon to protect.  Yet such priorities may not be so obvious
when the institution is one of general jurisdiction. When the International Court of
Justice gave its opinion in the Palestine Wall  case (2004), it had the choice to do this
from the perspective of the laws of self-determination, self-defence against terrorism
and human rights/humanitarian law. The fierce disagreements about the opinion focus
precisely on whether it had made the right choice.  Likewise, the occupation of Iraq is
routinely addressed through the vocabularies of ‘human rights’ and ‘security’ that point
to very different legal regimes and it is only once we know which of them applies that
we know how to assess the occupation. In a recent case before the High Court of
Justice in Britain the claimant – a dual citizen of Iraq and Britain – contended that the
fact that he had been detained for ten months without being charged violated his
rights under the Human Rights Act of 1998. The Court, however, dealt with the matter
from the perspective of ‘security’ while reading ‘human rights’ as subsidiary to it:
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There was no doubt that the matter could be examined from the perspective of
‘security’ as well as ‘human rights’. The choice of the frame determined the decision. But
for determining the frame, there was no meta-regime, directive or rule. The Court's
reading of the applicant's rights from the perspective of considerations of security may
or may not be approved. But it can only be understood once it is viewed in terms of
the Court's bias towards security.

Now fragmentation may not seem too serious as long as the bias is well established,
widely known, and resonates in the community to which the institution speaks. After all,
the development of special fields of law never posed a fundamental challenge to
domestic legal orders owing in part to the recognised benefits of specialization, in part
to the way in which domestic jurisprudence was able to neutralise these developments
by systemic interpretation.  The matter becomes more contentious when several
institutions seek to deal with a problem differently and there is no such robust
consensus or interpretative practice. The question of the possible environmental
effects of the operation of the ‘MOX Plant’ nuclear facility at Sellafield, United Kingdom,
has been raised at three different institutions: an Arbitral Tribunal set up under the
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), another Tribunal under the
Convention on the Protection of the Marine Environment of the North-East Atlantic
(OSPAR Convention) and within the European Court of Justice (ECJ) under the European
Community and Euratom Treaties. Three rule-complexes – the UNCLOS, the OSPAR
Convention, and EC law – each address the same facts. Which should be
determinative? Is the problem principally about the law of the sea, about (possible)
pollution of the North Sea, or about inter-EC relationships? To pose such questions
already points to the difficulty of providing an answer. Surely the case is about all  of
these matters? And yet, a choice has to be made between the institutions, and its
significance did not escape the UNCLOS Arbitral Tribunal:

The Security Council, charged as it is with primary responsibility for
maintaining international peace and security, has itself determined that a
multinational force is required. Its objective is to restore such security as
will provide effective protection for human rights for those within Iraq.
Those who choose to assist the Security Council in that purpose are
authorised to take those steps, which include detention, necessary for its
achievement.24
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… even if the OSPAR Convention, the EC Treaty and the Euratom treaty
contain rights or obligations similar to or identical with the rights set out in
[the UNCLOS], the rights and obligations under these agreements have a
separate existence from those under [the UNCLOS].26
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Even if the institutions were to apply the same rules, they would apply them differently
owing to ‘differences in the respective context, object and purposes, subsequent
practice of parties and travaux preparatoires ’.

Everything depends on the bias of the institution. It may be suggestive that while the
UNCLOS arbitral tribunal held that according to ‘dictates of mutual respect and comity’
it should defer the treatment of the matter until its implications under EC law had been
clarified,  the European Court of Justice in 2006 simply condemned Ireland's initiation
of proceedings against Britain under international law as breaches of Community
law.

In a world of plural regimes, political conflict is waged on the description and re-
description of aspects of the world so as to make them fall under the jurisdiction of
particular institutions. Think, for example, about the way the European Court of Justice
adopted a fundamental rights vocabulary in the 1970's and 1980's to meet the
challenge certain national courts had posed to its jurisdiction and in particular to the
principles of supremacy and direct effect of community law. Those national courts had
argued that it would be inconceivable that the bills of rights in their national
constitutions would be inferior to what were merely rules organising a customs union.
In response, the ECJ began to read community law as a regime for protecting the
fundamental rights of community citizens. Through this reading, Community law was
transformed from an economic regime into a rights-regime and its hierarchical position
over national laws was finally consolidated.

Opportunities are endless here as any significant problem may be defined as a ‘human
rights’ problem, a ‘security’ issue – or indeed an ‘environmental’, ‘trade’ or ‘health’
problem. In the UN for example, wide readings of ‘security’ have buttressed the
competence of the Security Council, while the boundary between ‘environmental’ and
‘development’ expertise remains a topic of constant negotiation within institutions
tasked to deal with ‘sustainable development’.  A case concerning the maritime
carriage of hazardous substances, for example, may be defined as a problem of trade,
or maritime transport, or environmental protection, or of the law of the sea, and thus
may be subsumed to any such regulatory regime. Such characterisations are not
intrinsic to the relevant problem but emerge from the interest or preference from
which it is examined. This is where, as I have elsewhere written, fragmentation
becomes struggle for institutional hegemony.  Which institution will have the
authoritative voice? According to which bias will a matter be resolved? If there are no
regime-independent ways of describing an issue, the door is open to the unilateral
assumption of jurisdiction by experts who feel themselves powerful enough to have
the last word.

Today, few experts conceive of themselves as part of the Lauterpacht tradition of a
public law oriented global federalism. Instead, they may work for private or public-
private institutions, national administrations, interest groups or technical bodies,
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developing best practices and standardised solutions –‘modelisation’,
‘contractualisation’ and mutual recognition – as part of the management of particular
regimes.  The vocabularies of constraint are cognitive rather than normative. They
emerge from economic, military, or technological facts and calculations – recasting
problems of politics as problems of expert knowledge.  The resulting regulation may
also be more geared towards enabling  private power than limiting it.  Consumer
protection within e-commerce, for instance, must take place in the informal
mechanisms of the web – anything else would be commercially and technically
impossible.

In such (and other) ways, traditional international law is pushed aside by a mosaic of
particular rules and institutions, each following its embedded preferences. As a result,
the project of Lauterpacht and his generation is left dangling in an empty space, the
ninth edition of Oppenheim's International Law  (1992) reduced into nostalgia, together
with such other inter-war enthusiasms as functional architecture, conveyer-belts or
European rule as ‘sacred trust of civilization’. Ideals turn into rituals, like the unending
debates about UN reform, divested of political meaning.
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DEFORMALISATION
None of this would matter too much if the new regimes were amenable to political
control. But even where they are based on formal international law rule-making
(typically through the device of a multilateral treaty), they lead into contextual ad
hocism  that further strengthens the position of functional experts. This is the difficulty
with formal, universal rules.  Any rule with a global scope will almost automatically
appear as either over-inclusive or under-inclusive, covering cases the law-maker would
not wish to cover, and excluding cases that would need to be covered but were not
known of at the time when the rule was made. To forestall this, most law with a
universal scope refrains from rule-setting and instead calls for ‘balancing’ the interests
with a view of attaining ‘optimal’ results to be calculated on a case-by-case basis.

Take, for example, the law of territory, the former heartland of international legality.
Looking for a just allocation of maritime resources, or drawing a terrestrial boundary, it
is hard to generalise. Hence the law in instruments such as the 1982 UN Convention on
the Law of the Sea or the practice of the International Court of Justice points to the
need to attain an equitable result.  In conflicts of jurisdiction or State succession, the
law goes little further than a call for balancing the interests.  International situations
tend to be seen as idiosyncratic and fact-intensive. Any single rule might spell injustice
in some of the future cases where it will be applied. Thus the failure of international
efforts to find universal ‘criteria’ for humanitarian intervention,  for the identifying of
‘aggression’, or for singling out human groups that ought to be treated as ‘terrorists’.
Everyone participates in such efforts with two concerns in mind: to agree on nothing
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that might prejudice the future interests of my  country, but to try as hard as possible
to attain a definition that will strike at every conceivable future adversary. Where
everybody participates on those premises, the result can only be inconclusive: an
agreement to leave such determination for decision as the situation arises (with the
hope, of course, that one will then be in a position to decide for oneself). This is so
even in areas where policy arguments for rules are otherwise strongest. The
complexity of modern warfare makes humanitarian law unable to say more than
‘proportionality’ and ‘necessity’, reasonable calculation of gains and losses, with the
vocabularies of humanitarian and military experts becoming finally indistinguishable.

It is not that finding the equitable solution, or knowing who the aggressor is or when to
launch a humanitarian operation would be impossible or even necessarily difficult. But
little about such decision-making can plausibly be seen in terms of employing a legal
vocabulary of rules and principles, precedents or institutions. Instead, the relevant
considerations always seem to require technical expertise, calculations of the data
produced in the context in order to figure out the best outcome. The law defers to the
politics of expertise: for what might be ‘reasonable’ for an environmental expert is not
what is ‘reasonable’ to a chemical manufacturer; what is ‘optimal’ to development
engineer is not what is optimal to the representative of an indigenous population; what
is ‘proportionate’ to a humanitarian specialist is not necessarily what is proportionate
to a military expert.

Let me give a few examples from the recent work of a UN body of which I have been a
member, the International Law Commission. The Commission was set up in 1948 by
the General Assembly for the ‘codification and progressive development of
international law’. The Commission's first programme of work was drafted at the
invitation of the UN Secretary-General by Hersch Lauterpacht.  After two busy
decades, the Commission has been increasingly sidelined as treaty-making has moved
within specialised institutions.  But one set of problems has continued to call for
global solutions: the government and protection of the world's natural resources. At its
most recent session in 2006, the Commission finalised a ‘Draft Convention on the Law
of Transboundary Aquifers’– the rights and obligations with regard to the world's
groundwater resources, an immensely important issue.  The main substantive
provision of the draft invites States to construct a ‘plan’ for each aquifer system, taking
into account ‘the present and future needs and alternative water sources for the
aquifer states’. The ‘relevant factors’ that should be taken into account include items
such as ‘the natural characteristic of the aquifer system’, ‘the social and economic
needs of the States concerned’ and ‘the existing and potential utilisation of the aquifer’
and so on, with the ultimate paragraph providing that:
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The weight to be given to each factor is to be determined by its
importance with regard to a specific transboundary aquifer or aquifer
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This pattern is repeated in countless recent instruments.  To agree to a treaty is to
agree on a continued negotiation with the reference to contextual deal-striking
stressing the role of technical experts, and lifting functional interests to decisive
position.

For example, the Draft Articles on the ‘Prevention of Transboundary Damage from
Hazardous Activities’, presently under consideration in the UN General Assembly, calls
upon States to ‘take all appropriate measures to prevent significant transboundary
harm or at any event to minimise the risk thereof’.  In case problems emerge, ‘[t]he
States shall seek solutions based on an equitable balance of interests’.  For this
purpose, the Draft produces a (non-exhaustive) list of ‘all relevant factors and
circumstances’ that is perhaps useful to reproduce in extenso :

The commentary prepared by the Commission explains that suggestions to provide a
blanket obligation to prevent certain (intrinsically harmful) activities had been

system in comparison with that of other relevant factors. In determining
what is equitable and reasonable utilization, all relevant factors are to be
considered together and a conclusion reached on the basis of all the
factors. However, in weighing different utilizations of a transboundary
aquifer or aquifer system, special regard shall be given to vital human
needs.46
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(a) the degree of risk of significant transboundary harm and of the
availability of means of preventing such harm, or minimizing the risk
thereof or repairing the harm;

(b) the importance of the activity, taking into account its overall
advantages of a social, economic and technical character for the State of
origin in relation to the potential harm to the State likely to be affected;

(c) the risk of significant harm to the environment and the availability of
means of preventing such harm, or minimizing the risk thereof or restoring
the environment;

(d) the degree to which the State of origin and, as appropriate, the State
likely to be affected are prepared to contribute to the costs of prevention;

(e) the economic viability of the activity in relation to the costs of
prevention and to the possibility of carrying out the activity elsewhere or
by other means or replacing it with an alternative activity;

(f) the standards of prevention which the State likely to be affected applies
to the same or comparable activities and the standards applied in
comparable regional or international practice.50
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considered inappropriate because:

At its most recent session in 2006, the ILC also adopted a ‘Draft Declaration on
International Liability for Damage Caused by Hazardous Activities’.  This is the
outcome of more than 30 years of work on the question of environmental damage the
source of which lies elsewhere than where the damage is suffered. In accordance with
the managerialism animating its work on ‘prevention’, the Commission entitled its work
on ‘liability’ to read ‘allocation of loss in case of transboundary harm arising out of
hazardous activities’. The draft declaration recommends that States conclude issue-
specific regimes of operator liability, insurance and funding schemes with no fixed
points apart from a softly formulated objective not to leave victims uncompensated.
None of the language is phrased in terms of rights or obligations. The vocabulary is
that of law and economics –‘allocation of loss’– on case-by-case basis with the view to
reaching an optimal result.

Most environmental law is like this. In the 1992 Framework Convention on Climate
Change (FCCC) States agreed to stabilise their greenhouse gas emissions at 1990
levels within a reasonable time.  The Convention lists such principles as inter-
generational equity, common but differentiated responsibility and the precautionary
principle, all of which should be applied in a manner that is ‘cost-effective so as to
ensure global benefit at the lowest possible cost’ (Article 3(2)). But even where the
obligations are clearly formulated – as for example in the 1997 Kyoto Protocol to the
FCCC – they are supplemented by secondary rules that lift violations from the compass
of breach of treaty or State responsibility. A ‘Multilateral Consultation Process’ has been
set up to ‘facilitate the implementation’ of the commitments. The formal dispute
settlement mechanism is unlikely to be used as most parties have only accepted a
‘non-adversarial’ non-compliance procedure.  Like the corresponding procedure under
the 1987 Montreal Protocol for the Protection of the Ozone Layer, this focuses on
technical and financial assistance, not sanctions or liability. Even for persistent
violations, the only sanction is that of publicity.  In this way, even formally rule-like
provisions (emission reduction standards) become negotiating chips in an unending
process of balancing, adjusting and managing.

The same ethos has penetrated formal dispute-settlement. In the 1997 Gabc
�
íkovo

Dam  case the International Court of Justice found that both Hungary and Slovakia had
breached a 1977 treaty that had provided for the construction of large water diversion
project in the Gabc

�
íkovo-Nagymaros region in the Danube river. Contrary to what had

been maintained by Hungary, the 1977 Treaty remained in force. As a result, the Court
held that the parties were to ‘re-establish the co-operative management of what

Any such list of activities is likely to be under inclu[sive] and could become
quickly dated from time to time in the light of fast evolving technology.51
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remains of the Project’.  As both parties had breached their obligations, both owed
each other reparation. Such ‘intersecting wrongs’ could, however, only be satisfactorily
resolved ‘in the framework of an overall settlement’.  The Court indicated that the
1977 treaty ‘not only contains a joint investment programme, it also establishes a
régime’.  As the treaty was in force and the régime was its basic element, that régime
had to be restored. This was to take place by taking into account the changed
economic and environmental circumstances:

This, the Court noted, will also ‘reflect in an optimal way the concept of common
utilization of shared water resources for the achievement of the several objectives
mentioned in the Treaty’.  In other words, the Court saw the legal problem in terms of
making adjustments in a ‘régime’ that would guarantee an equitable balance of
interests between the parties. Because it was not itself in possession of the relevant
data, it sent the parties back to negotiate and to agree on the details in view of what
technical experts would be able to produce.

Such references from law to ‘regime’ testifies to an increasing predominance of a
mindset in which ‘disputes’ appear as ‘management problems’ and in which the proper
response is always technical or economic.  For this mindset, rights and obligations are
rules of thumb or presumptions subject to adjustment with a view to reach optimal
results. This is nicely visible in the recent practice of inserting clauses in multilateral
treaties to deal with possible regime conflicts. The Preamble to the Cartagena Protocol
on Biosafety to the Convention on Biological Diversity (2000) addresses the
relationship of the Protocol to the obligations under the WTO covered agreements as
follows:

What a ‘mutually supportive’ reading might mean in a conflict between the Protocol
and the WTO (or any other) treaty is anybody's guess.  But it does open the Protocol
(and the conflicting treaty) for interminable managerial adjustments in view of
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in such a way as to accommodate both the economic operation of the
system of electricity generation and the satisfaction of essential
environmental concerns.59

6 0
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Recognizing  that trade and environment agreements should be mutually
supportive with a view to achieving sustainable development,

Emphasizing  that this Protocol shall not be interpreted as implying a
change in the rights and obligations of a Party under any existing
international agreements,

Understanding  that the above recital is not intended to subordinate this
Protocol to other international agreements.6 2

6 3
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administrative coherence – the structural bias of the relevant institution.

Lauterpacht and other inter-war lawyers were right to assume that statehood would be
slowly overcome by the economic and technical laws of a globalising modernity. This is
what functional differentiation in both of its forms – fragmentation and
deformalization – has done. But they were wrong to believe that this would lead into a
cosmopolitan federation. When the floor of statehood fell from under our feet, we did
not collapse into a realm of global authenticity to encounter each other as free
possessors of inalienable rights. Instead, we fell into watertight boxes of functional
specialisation, to be managed and governed by reading our freedom as the realisation
of our interest. As our feet hit the ground, we found no Kantian federation but the
naturalism of Pufendorf and Hobbes – powerful actors engaged in strategic games
with their eye on the Pareto optimum.

CONSTITUTIONALISM
International lawyers – especially European international lawyers – have responded to
fragmentation and the emergence of anti-formal expert regimes by starting to think of
international law in constitutional terms.  This continues their effort to move away
from diplomacy and politics – the politics of sovereignty in the early twentieth century,
the politics of functional diversification in the early twenty first – by reading the
international legal system through definite (though perhaps implicit) hierarchies of rules
or institutions reflecting choices of value often expressed in Latin formulas such as jus
cogens  or obligations erga omnes .  This is an understandable suggestion, one that
follows closely the way domestic lawyers have abstracted general principles to
safeguard the ‘coherence’ of the domestic legal system in the face of novel legal fields
and a fickle legislator.  But which would be the relevant international values? No
doubt, free trade for trade bodies, human rights for human rights organs,
environmental values for environmental regimes, security for the Security Council, each
such ‘value’ again sub-divided into a mainstream understanding of what its practical
implications might be and a minority challenge to that understanding.
Constitutionalism, as we know it from the national context, relies on some basic
understanding of the common good, some sense of a law as a shared project for a
reasonably clearly defined (and often historically informed) objective.  In the
international world, there is no semblance of this beyond the languages of diplomacy
and positive law whose very fragmentation and indeterminacy provided the starting-
point for the search for an (implicit) constitution. The undoubted increase of law in the
international world (‘legalization’) does not translate automatically into a substantive
constitution in the absence of that sense of shared ‘project’ or objective.  If
deformalisation has set the house of international law on fire, to grasp at values is to
throw gas on the flames.
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A more plausible constitutionalism remains formal. It suggests that system and
hierarchy are intrinsic to juristic thought and thus also to international law. From this
perspective, the suggestion according to which international law's speciality would lie in
its consisting only of scattered diplomatic compromises here and there, while it would
lack the ‘secondary rules’ that characterise national law as a legal ‘system’, fails to
reflect international practice.  No special regime has ever been understood as
independent from general law. In an early but typical case from 1928, for example, a
claims commission interpreting a treaty did not hesitate to state as follows:

Inter-war lawyers used this and other cases to argue for the systemic nature of public
international law, the way its rules referred to other, hierarchically superior rules for
their meaning or force.  No lawyer will refuse to find States as States, or ask for
evidence for the rule of audiatur et altera pars  merely because a treaty or a regime is
silent on such matters. They are structurally given, not positively enacted. In its very first
case, the Appellate Body of the WTO observed that the WTO agreements ‘should not
be read in clinical isolation from public international law’  and later specified that
‘[c]ustomary international law applies generally to the agreements between WTO
members’.  Regimes such as the European or Inter-American human rights convention
make constant reference to general international law without any act of
incorporation.  After all, the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties provides that
every treaty must be interpreted taking into account ‘any relevant rules of international
law applicable between the parties’- a provision used in 2003 by the International Court
of Justice to tie Iran and the United States into the general law on the use of force by a
reading of a bilateral friendship treaty.

In 2001, the UN General Assembly, having heard the alarmist reports by the Presidents
of the ICJ, requested the International Law Commission to give consideration to the
problem of fragmentation. In 2003 the Commission set up a Study Group on the
matter and in 2006, at the end of the 5 year mandate of the present Commission, the
Group produced a 250 page report plus a set of conclusions drawn from international
practice with relevance to the question of international law's break-up into specialised
‘boxes’ of functional differentiation. The Report found no legal regimes outside  general
international law. Many of the new treaty-regimes in the fields of trade, environmental
protection or human rights did have special rules for rule-creation, rule-application and
change. This is what made them special after all. But when the rules run out, or regimes
fail, then the institutions always refer back to the general law that appears to constitute
the frame within which they exist.  Here is a battle European jurisprudence seems to
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have won. Law is a whole – or in the words of the first conclusion made by the ILC
Study Group, ‘International law is a legal system’. You cannot just take one finger out of
it and pretend it is alive. For the finger to work, the whole body must come along.77

But how useful is this victory?

Constitutionalists are right to say that functional regimes or expert systems do not
float in a normless vacuum. But they do not have definite hierarchies to resolve
conflicts between them – they have a vocabulary, in other words, but nothing definite
to say with it. While the ILC Study Group discovered that no regime, however special,
was autonomous from international law, it did not feel it appropriate to give an
indication of whether in cases of normative conflict the special rule or regime should
be read as an exception to  or an application of  the general law. In fact, practice
showed examples of both solutions and it was impossible to determine which way the
equation should go in the abstract. Of course, an EU rule might derogate from law of
the sea, or a regime on the use of force might conflict with a principle of humanitarian
law. But what to do in such situations would have to depend on the circumstances.
On the one hand, conflicts between special regimes and general international law
express the tension between particularism and universalism and the mere speciality or
generality of a rule or a regime gives no conclusive reason to prefer it.  On the other
hand, there is the question of what ‘general’ and ‘special’ mean in this context. It may be
natural for international lawyers to think of their specialisation as ‘general’. But it is
equally unsurprising that other lawyers see it as a particularly exotic craft relevant
mainly for the quaint traditions of diplomacy.

Likewise, it is quite unclear what it means for a WTO organ or a human rights body to
say that its law does not apply ‘in a vacuum’. It suffices to read the dissenting opinions
in the recent cases at the European Court of Human rights concerning its treatment of
the clash between human rights law and the law of diplomatic immunities, to realise to
what extent regime conflict is a conflict of political preference.

Legal practice may be read in a systemic light: everything is always already regulated.
There are no clear cases of non liquet  in international practice. Law has integrity as a
system, either in the Anglo-American image, through the constructive operations by
which lawyers decide cases, or in the continental perspective, through the
systematizing efforts of legal science. But the system only says that everything should
be decided according to it – which is to say no more than that whatever the decision, it
should be made by legal  institutions, in particular institutions populated by public
international lawyers. But if that is all the law says, it only underwrites the structural bias
of its institutions. This may seem fine if one is a member of those institutions oneself.
But if one does not share their bias, but rather thinks of them as part of the problem,
then constitutionalism has no compelling force. Surely what matters is whether it is a
good  constitution, whether it empowers the right  people, whether it allocates
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resources in accordance with the right  bias.

A constitutional vocabulary itself has little to show why it should be preferable to the
vocabularies of, say, economics, technology, socialism, nationalism, or Christianity.
They, too, come with their own experts and embedded preferences. There is no
reason to think of them as a priori  worse than the institutions constitutionalists
typically prefer – courts in particular, especially courts populated by Europeans. In fact,
constitutionalism can defend itself only by recourse to some such vocabulary –
typically that of liberal political theory – that is itself subject to on-going political
contestation.  If there seems reason to prefer constitutionalism – with the institutions
and practices that this entails – this can only come about as a political project that
identifies the political objectives the constitution intends to enhance.  Saint-Just did
not celebrate the revolutionary Constitution because it was such, but owing to what it
did for what he called tyranny and feudalism.  And if Kant thought of this as a
phenomenon that can never be forgotten , this was owing to the way it manifested both
the liberation of the people and the end of wars of aggression.

Constitutionalism responds to the worry about the ‘unity of international law’ by
suggesting a hierarchical priority to institutions representing general international law
(especially the United Nations Charter).  Yet it seems difficult to see how any politically
meaningful project for the common good (as distinct from the various notions of
particular good) could be articulated around the diplomatic practices of United Nations
organs, or notions such as jus cogens  in the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties.
Fragmentation is, after all, the result of a conscious challenge  to the unacceptable
features of that general law and the powers of the institutions that apply it. This is why
there will be no hierarchy between the various legal regimes in any near future. The
agreement that some norms simply must  be superior to other norms is not reflected
in any consensus in regard to who should have final say on this. The debate on an
international constitution will not resemble domestic constitution-making. This is so not
only because the international realm lacks a pouvoir constituant  but because if such
presented itself, it would be empire, and the constitution it would enact would not be
one of an international but an imperial realm.
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LEGAL PLURALISM
The alternative to constitutionalism is legal pluralism. International lawyers have not
done much to explore this. This is perhaps understandable as it is their opponents –
political realists – whose ‘anarchophilia’ has cast them as always de facto  pluralists.
But whereas domestic legal pluralism has been a project on the political left, the
pluralism malgné soi  of realism has usually been conservative in method and policy.
For example, in inter-war France, the solidarist constitutionalism of Georges Scelle or
Nicolas Politis was developed on the basis of Third Republic radical liberalism, even
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socialism. Against them, realist historians such as Charles Dupuis ridiculed the effort at
getting away from sovereignty as naive and pointless – without sense for the law's
cultural and historical moorings. The League's cosmopolitan facade failed because it
had no contact with the material power of nations or the spiritual power of the public
opinion. Only a balance between those plural points of political power called States
would be reflective of the diversity of the international realm.

A famous manifesto of pluralism avant la lettre  was Hans Morgenthau's legal swan
song, his article on ‘Positivism, Functionalism and International law’ of 1940 that
indicted the whole of the inter-war legal system for its lack of a sociological grounding
on the one hand, and its insensitivity to the actual divergence of moral values in the
world, on the other. Its fixation on one single centrist model was a receipt for failure.
But Morgenthau's plea for sociologically sensitive anti-formalism led to no serious
sociology of international law. This is perhaps understandable. If law is a ‘reflective’
mirror of social or psychological phenomena, ambitious minds will turn away from it.
With his Politics Among Nations: The Struggle for Power and Peace  of 1948, Morgenthau
himself abandoned the field and set up International Relations on the ruins of
constitutional thinking in world affairs.

It would be wrong to say that there has been no effort at all to build international law
on a sociology of pluralism. Lauterpacht, after all, knew well Harold Laski – the father of
pluralism – at the LSE, and participated in the School's famous sociological club
together with eminent sociologists and anthropologists such as Bronislaw Malinowski
or Edward Westermark and international relations scholars such as C. A. W. Manning or
Martin Wight. Nevertheless, it was not Lauterpacht – whose project was not pluralism
but federalism – but his critics who grasped at something like sociological
jurisprudence. Georg Schwarzenberger, among others, used the distinction between
‘community’ and ‘society’ to canvass the ‘social background of international law’ in
terms of an irreducible hostility between States, expressed in the various forms of
‘power politics’ which international law could only facilitate and symbolise but not
limit.  Julius Stone publicly attacked Lauterpacht's federalist ideas, arguing that the
idea of the completeness of international law was a counterproductive piece of legal
utopianism. Peace and justice themselves required that international law should be
aware of its limits.  Stone had collaborated with Pound in Harvard and in a 1957
course he enquired about the prospects of a sociological analysis in international law in
terms of the study of the attitudes, perceptions and evaluations communicated
between significant policy-makers in the world. He was not optimistic. The sociology of
international law, he concluded, ‘must move still in a difficult and unknown land, with
conditions unknown and paths unblazed’.

It may now be possible to historicise the effort to integrate political realist
understandings in international law in the 1950's and 1960's as the product of a post-
war moment of disillusionment for which a turn to sociology gave expression.  It
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failed to transform the field, however, leading to little more than the habit of prefacing
normative analyses by ritual reference to interdependence and the balance of power. If
McDougal and his Yale followers used a vocabulary of process, this imported some of
the insights of sociological jurisprudence, as mediated by American legal realism, into
the 1970's and beyond.  The ideological commitments of that part of the US
international law establishment prevented it, however, from developing a robust
pluralist statement. Nor did the ‘Manhattan school’, more inclined as it was to support
mainstream international organizations, use its legal realist training with a view to
sociological enquiries so much as to develop a defence of the UN that would resonate
credibly for US policy-makers.  Neither of these has been so much pluralist as
constitutionalist in a Schmittian sense, focusing on the ‘legitimacy’ developing out of
the public order (‘nomos’) for which either the American Constitution or the UN Charter
would provide a centre.

Today, a well developed vocabulary of pluralism in law schools has emerged from
three sources: the study of local laws and de facto practices in modern society; the
experience of native law's coexistence with imported metropolitan laws in the colonial
encounter, and globalisation.  In the huge literature on this last phenomenon two
concerns have been predominant: a wish to develop a descriptively accurate image of
the ways of influence in today's world and a normative desire to rethink the nature of
the legal profession whose task it is to manage the new forms of regulation beyond
the State.

Much could be said about the effort to develop pluralistic models of global
governance that would focus on the transnational mechanisms of informal rule-setting,
rule-administering and conflict-management. I am uncertain if present discussions of
lex mercatoria , or of the informal networking by private industries, non-governmental
stakeholder groups and national administrations have produced a stable basis for a
formal pluralist statement.  I rather doubt this. On the one hand, much of the
relevant literature is in fact critical of the developments it discusses.  On the other
hand, inter-legality and polycentrism sound very much like another constitutional –
though de-politicised – vocabulary. As Jens Bartelson concludes: ‘the attempt to throw
the state concept out was futile as this concept was invariably replaced with others
that were semantically equivalent’.

By far the most advanced pluralist statement has emerged from the sociology of
Niklas Luhmann that embraces not only openly normative but also scientific,
technological and economic regimes each of which possesses the resources for
explaining the whole world from its perspective, and an inbuilt tendency to maximise
its proper rationality.  Under this view, legal globalisation means the globalisation of
the functional differentiation that has taken place in national society. Transnational
regimes would replace territorial States. Far from unifying the world, this would
intensify the clash of legal regimes, each internally hierarchical, some more central that
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others. Conflicts between, say, trade and human rights regimes; economic
development and the environment; scientific and political expertise; can never really be
settled because, in the absence of the nation state, no meta-rationality allocates to
each its respective place. But though no hierarchy is established, the centre moves.
Yesterday, we looked to the UN General Assembly as the focus for our reforms, today
perhaps to Beijing's economic policies or NGO networks dealing with human
trafficking.

The centre moves because each regime is hegemonic. Each seeks to make its special
rationality govern the whole – to transform its preference into the general preference,
its institution into the institution of general jurisdiction. The experience is familiar that
once one knows which institution will deal with an issue, one already knows how it will
be disposed of. Luhmannians such as Teubner and Fischer-Lescano derive from this
the experience of law's epiphenomenality: ‘a legal reproduction of collisions between
the diverse rationalities within global society’. A part of the problem and not of its
solution, law has no argument to defend its ambition to be anything but ‘a gentle
civiliser of social systems’.

The problem with legal pluralism lies in the way it ceases to pose demands on the
world. Its theorists are so enchanted by the complex interplay of regimes and a
positivist search for an all-inclusive vocabulary that they lose the critical point of their
exercise. This is visible, for instance, in the habit of collapsing the distinction between
law and regulation, a favourite technique of international relations studies, and
describing law as another regime in thoroughly instrumentalist terms: ‘legalization’ as a
policy-choice sometimes dictated by strategic interests.  I like to think of this as a
hegemonic move on the part of international relations experts as an effort to occupy
the voice of normativity previously held by lawyers. A sociology of complexity
articulates a project of technological reason that seems, after all, so much more up to
date than the Victorian antics of international law. Normative politics is replaced by
what the newspeakers call ‘new global division of regulatory labour’.  When I hear this
language I recognise the blank stare in the eyes of my European colleagues – and
share it.

The wider the laws grasp, the weaker its normative force. Until, finally, one becomes
unable to distinguish between the gunman and the policeman, the regime of
corruption from the regime of contract. Of course, each may have its merits. Each
certainly empowers a distinct group of people. By pointing out de facto powerful
regimes legal pluralism may be descriptively powerful. But its accuracy occasions the
same response as constitutionalism did: ‘So what?’ Pluralism's main contribution lies in
the awareness it brings of the biases of different legal vocabularies; but it cannot
sustain a project of law in its own right. For it, the image of the lawyer is always the
image of the regime-manager, their search for a balance between ‘efficiency’ and
‘legitimacy’, the pluralist equivalent to the ‘integrity’ of constitutionalist.
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Constitutionalism and pluralism are abstract responses to the emergence of multiple
legal regimes. Each comes with a disciplinary tradition – one associated with law, the
other with political science – split against itself. In its self-confident, ruling mode
constitutionalism appears as centralism, rights and order, supported by histories of
State-building. From a pluralist perspective, however, it often means bureaucratic
authoritarianism and rule by the ancien regime . By contrast, pluralism's major mode
highlights diversity and freedom, spontaneous development. But that is surely
vulnerable to the constitutionalist retort: it accepts de facto rule merely because it is
there.

Constitutionalism and pluralism are generalising doctrines with an ambivalent political
significance. Each may support and challenge the existing state of affairs. Together
they provide alternative orientations to deal with, and to reduce, complexity. This is
why I think of them as two tendencies in a single set of problems: the need for
centralism and control on the one hand, diversity and freedom on the other. In practice,
they often converge in intermediate forms: federalism, limited autonomy,
interpretations reconciling the particular with the general –‘systemic integration’. But
they are external, academic vocabularies that remain at birds-eye distance from law as
professional commitment, even a ‘calling ’.

NARRATIVE PERSPECTIVES
I would like to think of constitutionalism and pluralism less as aspects of the world than
as experiences  of it, reproducing in legal practice what are in fact stereotypical
reactions to modernity. International law and sociology both arose in the late
nineteenth century to map the breakdown of a traditional world – in the one case into
sovereign States, supported by narratives of national history, culture and spirit, in the
other case into increasingly specialised, functionally organised ways of life emerging
from narratives about economic and technological progress. Sociology – like
international law – described this initially in sombre tones – anomie, suicide, the iron
cage. But it soon developed reassuring counter-narratives: modernity as complexity,
dynamism, freedom, even utopia.  Dadaism once gave voice to a perception of
chaos in a world whose verities had been blown to pieces by 1914. But a depiction of
absence of sense, too, may create sense. Soon no tourist could leave Paris without a
reproduction of a Dada artwork. The logic of capitalism turned plurality into a surface
underneath which the invisible hand would reproduce the conditions of bourgeois
accumulation. The same with international law: the catastrophe of the Great War
created the narrative of the world of sovereigns as an ‘anarchic society’.  Political
theorists and lawyers may, in the twentieth century, have understood the world in
realist terms of ‘struggle for power’. But this never prevented them from describing this
as a well-ordered ‘system’.  Think, for instance, about our intuitive habit today of
looking back to the Cold War as the tranquil normality of tradition.
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This play of narratives of unity and fragmentation is quite central for the self-
understanding of Western law, often expressed in the tension between historical
‘positivity’ and rational ‘system’. Developments in seventeenth century law were told as
a story about progress from civil war to the unified nation as well as descent from the
Christian community to sovereign states. Eighteenth century natural jurisprudence –
Samuel Pufendorf in Germany, Adam Smith in Britain – turned the Reformation fear of
individualism and human self-love into a scientific explanation for enlightened
absolutism on the one hand, and the wealth of nations on the other, while the Kantian
postulate of the ‘unsocial sociability’ from 1784 remained the last refuge for the faith
of many a liberal internationalist until well into the twentieth century.  And today,
when every unifying deep-structure has been subjected to demystifying deconstruction
what will be left is demystification deconstruction as the great unifying myth.

Fragmentation and unity are matters of narrative perspective.  What from one angle
looks like a terribly chaotic image of something, may from another appear just as a
finely nuanced and sophisticated reflection of a deeper unity. E pluribus unum . Dozens
of national myths tell the story of how separateness and individuality express
togetherness and community. Or think of European constitutional patriotism today –
the effort to bridge social conflict by focusing solidarity on a constitutional text.
Constitutionalism and pluralism provide vocabularies that make sense of a new world
from alternative perspectives and thus establish the authority of those forms of
expertise whose home lies in the respective vocabularies.

112
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GERMAN ANALOGIES
The force and the apparent novelty of today's fragmentation debate has obscured the
degree to which it captures a classical international law problem. ‘How is law between
sovereign States possible?’ is not too different from the question ‘how is law between
multiple regimes possible’. In the course of the professional life of public international
law – perhaps around 150 years – there have been many responses to that question.
As always, however, a good place to begin is late nineteenth century German legal
thought. Writing in the aftermath of German unification in 1871, the Hegelian legal
philosopher Adolf Lasson argued that international law could make no constitutional
demands on States. It was an empty abstraction, possible only as a
Koordinationsrecht  binding for reasons of prudence and strategy. Its force lay in its
instrumental usefulness.  This was later reflected in Heinrich Triepel's dualist – in fact
pluralist – view of the relations between national and international law which for most
practising lawyers meant the primacy of the national because that was the regime in
which their law-jobs were situated.  You could make reference to a treaty only once it
was incorporated into your domestic law.

The co-ordination view is of course equally applicable to the management of the
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relations between transnational regimes.  As such, it implies a view of legal practice
as the faithful reproduction of the rationality of each regime also in its external
relations. Trade or human rights lawyers would accept the need to co-ordinate their
actions with each other when and to the extent that might be rationalised under the
respective logics of trade and human rights. The lawyer would be a fully
instrumentalised cog in the respective machine while any constraint received from co-
ordinating arrangements would be constantly renegotiated in view of the present
calculation. This is the content of what I described above as the managerial mindset.

The managerial view has, however, exactly the difficulty of nineteenth century
nationalism, in Germany and elsewhere. Even as Lasson was writing, the regime of the
– German – nation was showing itself conflictual, indeterminate, open: Protestant or
Catholic, Marx or Bismarck? The ‘nation’ was not an iron cage but a myth, the ‘national
interest’ not a firm datum for resolving policy-conflicts but a platform for waging
them.  This was as true of the German empire in the late nineteenth century as it is of
the regimes of trade, human rights, environment, European Union. Nationalism was
always dependent on universalist principles – interpreted in different ways by the
various national parties and groups. In a similar way, trade regimes, for example, are
themselves conflict-ridden, open-ended and contingent on other regimes – for
example, social welfare and environmental regimes, regimes of public decision-making
and those of the particular market. A regime is as indeterminate as the nation – its
founding principles contradictory and amenable for conflicting interpretations and its
boundaries constantly penetrated by adjoining rationales.

The view of international law as a co-ordination law had come to an end well before
Wolfgang Friedmann declared it dead in the 1960s.  Sovereignties were cut across
by innumerable functional, moral, legal and other rationalities so that it was no longer
possible to distinguish the national from the cosmopolitan: Finland – a land of cell
phones. My own nationalism is a construct of poetry written in Swedish, German music,
Russian landscapes and American technology, all transmitted through a cosmopolitan
culture industry. Everyone can say the same about their nationalism and their sense of
the ‘national interest’– these are not natural, but subject to constant political
(de)construction.

The demise of nationalism comes to mind when one hears the suggestion that
multiple legal regimes should be managed by a system of regime-co-ordination.
History suggests that this would have a surprising consequence. It would compel the
internal hierarchisation of the regimes. Eighteenth century absolutism stood on the
shoulders of a co-ordinating view of the international world. For the nation to have a
policy of single interest, it needed to have a single spot from which it was ruled.  So
it is not only that the nation is an open-ended field of political contestation, we have
reason to wish  it to be such in order to check its slide into authoritarianism. The same
applies to functional regimes: to inaugurate a practice – especially a practice looking
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outside the regime – that would think itself an automatic consequence of regime-
rationality would be tantamount to sending out the ethnic cleansers. That has been the
tragedy of nationalism – and its principal lesson for thinking about multiple regimes.

The view of future law as a system of regime-co-ordination compels the regimes into
the image of billiard-balls poised against each other in the Hobbesian image of
‘gladiators’, constantly ready to occupy any territory left vacant by the other. But
regimes, like states, are no billiard-balls. Every regime is always already connected with
everything around it. We know this from practice. Environmental law may be best
supported by market mechanisms through introducing pollution permissions. For the
market to fulfil its promise, again, a huge amount of regulation is needed, not merely
on the conditions of exchange or the terms of ownership or banking. A market with no
provision for social or environmental conditions will fail. Human rights may be best
advanced by looking away from strict human rights criteria and, for example, insisting
on early accession of Turkey in the European Union. Regimes of security may be re-
described – as was done recently by a British High Court – as regimes of rights-
protection and vice-versa . The prize of victory in redescription is jurisdiction to decide.
Extended to a world of multiple regimes, this highlights the contingency of regimes,
their dependence on other regimes, the politics of regime-definition .

CONTESTING GOVERNANCE
When Lauterpacht and his generation devised their legal politics in the aftermath of the
First World War, they looked for a technically sophisticated international law, on a par
with the domestic, from which they could attack the totalitarian reason of statehood.
For them, sovereignty had become the problem, and they aimed to overcome it by
occupying the place of the international, imagined as a technically complex web of
rules and institutions that would tie the State down like Gulliver was – liberating
individuals from the prison of inter-war hegemonic nationalisms.

Today, however, the ‘international’ is no longer a meaningful space for progressive
politics. Which ‘international’ would it be? That of free trade or of human rights?
Security, science, or mass media? The international of the EU or Nokia; of Amnesty or
Al-Qaida? The transformations since 1989 have hardly advanced the Kantian project of
cosmopolitan community. Instead, we seem to have been thrown back to the early
modern natural law of Hobbes and Pufendorf against which Kant conceived universal
law in the first place. The natural lawyers developed a vocabulary that inaugurated law
as a technique for governing human beings by manipulating their fears as desires.
They were, of course, theorists of absolutism. What they thought of as the appropriate
space for governing was the territorial state. Now that space has been occupied by de-
territorialised regimes. But the vocabulary of absolutism has remained, the absolutism
of disciplinary truth, declared by technical institutions with claim to a universal reason,



an absolutism of speculative reason as Schwärmerei  whose limits Kant traced in the
Critique of Pure reason (1781):

So what ought to be done? One alternative must be discounted immediately. This is
the conservatism of statehood. Even if the way back to sovereign States were open it
would lead nowhere as the State itself has been functionally fragmented. Try to find
out the national position on a matter and you will hear different answer depending on
whom you ask: the policy of the Ministry of Finance, declared in Washington, is not
identical with that of the Ministry of the Environment, declared in Geneva. The official
position cannot be distinguished from the position of the national representative of
some ‘international’ (truth-) regime or other. We are stuck in the ‘international’, with no
guarantee that this would be beneficial. In order to begin re-imagining international
law, it is first necessary to see in what way the internationalism of Lauterpacht and his
generation is no longer plausible.

The old international law project aimed to replace sovereignty by an international
system of rights presumed as authentic, pre-political and coterminous with each other.
No struggle was needed. The rights would realise themselves as soon as the obstacle
of sovereignty to ‘freedom’ was lifted. Yet, this did not happen. Instead, the
international was occupied by an enormous number of policies with a plethora of
institutions in which every claimed benefit parades as a ‘right’ of this or that group.
Priorities and choices must be made. In the absence of political institutions, however,
the choices will be made by experts and advisors, economists, technicians, scientists
and lawyers, all having recourse to the technical vocabularies of ad hoc
accommodation, co-ordination and optimal effect. Utilitarianism is the political
constitution of a de-politicised world. But if functional systems are as indeterminate as
law, religion, or nationalism, the question is not so much which regime should rule us,
but whose understanding of it should be authoritative, or more concretely, which
experts should possess jurisdiction.

The great achievement of Lauterpacht and his generation was to create space for
progressive law outside the vocabularies of nationhood. That achievement came at a
cost. Thinking of international law in apolitical and technical terms opened the door for
expert rule and managerialism, not in competition with politics as in the domestic
realm, but as a substitute  for it. What we now see is an international realm where law is
everywhere – the law of this or that regime – but no politics at all; no parties with
projects to rule, no division of powers, and no aspiration of self-government beyond

Unfortunately for speculation – but perhaps fortunately for the practical
interests of humanity – reason, in the midst of its highest anticipations,
finds itself jostled by claims and counterclaims, from which neither its
honour nor its safety will permit it to draw back.121
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the aspiration of statehood – aspirations identified precisely as what we should escape
from. Managerialism was the dark side of the inter-war project of imagining
international law in technical terms.

So I think it is no surprise that international relations experts – particularly strong at US
universities – have suggested replacing international law's archaic mores by a political
science inspired language of governance, regulation, compliance and legitimacy.
International law as strategic games to realise self-interest – that is to say, the interest
of those who are represented in its institutions, and their academic advisors. But the
more one conceives of international law in those terms, the sillier it begins to look. The
world's causalities are too complex, the strategic simplifications too crude. The
functional ‘interest’ is not a solid policy datum but an object of struggle. When technical
vocabularies encompass the whole world, they begin to look like religions with no
distance from priestly rule.

There is reason to reconceive international law today. But instead of changing its
vocabulary into co-ordinating governance though empirical political science – a recent
article described international lawyers as ‘architects of global governance’ – it must
be redeemed as a political project. There are two aspects to this. One is the
development of a professional sensibility that feels at home in all regimes, yet is
imprisoned in none of them. This would be what cosmopolitanism can be today: the
ability to break out and connect, participate in the politics of regime definition by
narrating regimes anew, giving voice to those not represented in the regime's
institutions. To politicise governance means to rethink the activity of expert institutions
not as the technical production of pre-determined decisions by some anonymous
logic, but choices by well-placed men and women at various spots where power
happens: not only in diplomacy or intergovernmental organisations but transnational
corporations, interest-groups, banks, armies, development agencies, universities and
so on.  Instead of bringing law to bear on politics, as Lauterpacht and his generation
aimed, it is time to re-describe managerial governance as politics with a particular bias.

But there is another aspect to this re-imagining. International law increasingly appears
as that which resists being reduced to a technique of governance. When international
lawyers are interviewed on the Iraqi war, or on torture, or on trade and environment, on
poverty and disease in Africa – as they increasingly are – they are not expected to
engage in hair-splitting technical analyses. Instead, they are called upon to soothe
anxious souls, to give voice to frustration and outrage. Moral pathos and religion
frequently fail as vocabularies of engagement, providers of ‘empty signifiers’ for
expressing commitment and solidarity.  Foreign policy may connote party rule. This
is why international law may often appear as the only available surface over which
managerial governance may be challenged, the sole vocabulary with a horizon of
transcendence – even if, or perhaps precisely because, that horizon is not easily
translated into another institutional project.  I often think of international law as a
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kind of secular faith. When powerful states engage in imperial wars, globalisation
dislocates communities or transnational companies wreck havoc on the environment,
and where national governments show themselves corrupt or ineffective, one often
hears an appeal to international law.  International law appears here less as this rule
or that institution than as a placeholder for the vocabularies of justice and goodness,
solidarity, responsibility and – faith.

I do not think international law is often invoked because of the sophistication of its
rules or institutions. Those rules or institutions are as vulnerable to criticism as any
other rules of institutions. The fact that they are ‘international’ is no proof of their moral
value. But the tradition of international law has often acted as a carrier of what is
perhaps best described as the regulative idea of universal community, independent of
particular interests or desires. This is Kant's cosmopolitan project rightly understood:
not an end-state or party programme but a project of critical reason that measures
today's state of affairs from the perspective of an ideal of universality that cannot be
reformulated into an institution, a technique of rule, without destroying it. The fate of
international law is not a matter of re-employing a limited number of professionals for
more cost-effective tasks but of re-establishing hope for the human species.
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